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1.

THE PROGRAMA
I Patyrimo Laipsnis
1st Level: 2nd Stripe

Must have completed II Patyrimo Prityrusių Skautų/čių laipsnį.
1.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Spirituality of Scouting
Discuss the similarities between the 10 skautų įstatus (scout laws) and the 10
commandments.
Show examples of different types of Lithuanian crosses.
Name 5 different churches in Lithuania.
Name at least two religious historical places in Lithuania eg Kryžių Kalnas
and explain their significance.
Compose a short prayer.

2.
a)
b)

General Knowledge
Explain the political structure of Lithuania today.
Name 5 different Lithuanian organisations in Australia and outline their
functions.

3.
a)
b)
c)

Lithuanian Scouting
What does LSS mean?
What is a draugov÷ and a what is a skiltis?
Show the structure of Australijos Rajonas, Name each member and briefly
explain their role.
Name the Tuntai in Australia, which area they represent and who is their
tuntininkas/÷.
Write a biography about Lord R. Baden Powell. Include information about
when he visited Lithuania.

d)
e)

4.
a)
b)

5.
a)
b)

Lithuanian History
Write an outline of Lithuanian history beginning with G÷diminas and finishing
with independence in 1918. You may use point form.
Write a brief biography about the following Lithuanian Dukes: Mindaugas,
G÷diminas, Algirdas, Kestutis, Jogaila and Vytautas. This should include their
achievements. No more than a half page for each one.
Practical Scouting
Prepare a plan for a Weekend Stovyklą. What staff (štabas) do you need?
Write the dienotvarkę (timetable and activities) for the entire stovykla.
Explain the different methods used to measure the height of a tree and the
width of a river.
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2.

GENERAL NOTES

The best two start points for whatever information you need is either wikipedia
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page) or google (www.google.com.au).
Another great resource is the Mano Programa website. It has the Adelaide Tunto
handbook, dainoreliai, and other useful files:
www.manoprograma.com

Other useful sites about Lithuania:
http://www.litnet.lt/lithuania/index.htm
http://neris.mii.lt/homepage/liet1-1.html
http://www.duke.edu/web/CSEEES/lithuania.html
http://ausis.gf.vu.lt/eka/EWG/default.htm
At this senior level of scouting you are expected to do your own research as much as
possible. The resources provided on the Mano Programa website will be very useful.
Have a look at the other laipsnio programos for pointers to helpful sites.
You should be able to find out a lot about Lithuanian organizations in Australia (in
English) at:
http://www.slic.org.au/
Your vadovas/vadov÷ are also a useful resource.
For information about the rajonas and the tuntai in Australia try the Australian
Lithuanian Scouts Website:
http://www.skautasaustralia.org/
Look under “Region Information” and “Troops”.

Good luck!
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